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Abstract
This paper aims to investigate the effect of institutional ownership and market factors on IPO under pricing. In institution ownership variables industrial ownership, financial ownership and ex-ante uncertainty are included and in market variables over subscription, market sentiment and under writer’s reputation are considered. Cross sectional data from 2001 to 2012 is taken into account for 55 IPO firms in order to validate results. Multiple regressions were used to achieve study objectives. Findings revealed the fact that institutional ownership factors like industrial and financial ownership and market factors like over subscription and market sentiment are major predictors of the under-pricing in Pakistan. Ex-anti uncertainty and under writer’s reputation has no effect on under pricing for the current study. So, firms going to be public and perspective investors are major users of this study as they can take guidance for future investments. They can make sensible decisions for the future by using results of this study.
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Introduction
Under-pricing refers to the phenomenon of a large positive gain to a new issue relative to its offering price immediately after listing. If the evaluation of a newly offered stock made by the under writer differs from the investor’s evaluation; this situation leads to under-pricing. In every stock market of the world the Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) go highly under priced on the first day of the trading, but the level of under-pricing highly varies from country to country and market to market i.e. 127-950% in China and 3-14% in France (Engelen and Essen 2010). Under-pricing is considered a loss to the issuing firm because as a result of under-pricing the capital of the firm is reduced and it creates a negative impact on the firm (Certo et al. 2001). A recent study that included IPOs from 21 countries indicated that under-pricing of IPOs is a worldwide phenomenon. However, the data show enormous differences in the level of under-pricing. For example, the overpricing in Israel is 3.67%, while the under-pricing in Spain is more than 40%. The overall average under-pricing across all 21 countries for the time period 2000 to 2005 amounts to 24.97%
Under-pricing is a kind of premium offered by the low quality firms in order to keep the IPO market alive and to provide the opportunity for the investors (Ljungqvist, 2007; Ritter and Welch, 2002).

A model was presented by Rock in (1986) “winner’s curse model”; in which main reason of the IPO under-pricing was considered asymmetric information among the stockholders of the IPO. Due to this asymmetric information; investors with more information are interested to invest in most attractive stocks and investors who don’t have the proper information suffer losses.

The IPO under-pricing has also been studied in the context of Pakistan by a few researchers. Sohail & Rehman (2009) explored the determinants of under-pricing for IPOs listed on KSE from 2000-2006. In a later study, Sohail and Rehman (2010) examined short and long run performance of IPOs listed on Karachi Stock Exchange for the period 2000-2009. Effect of corporate governance in reducing the information asymmetry is also found significant and it is also found that the different factors like offer size, corporate governance and market sentiments are significant determinants of IPO under-pricing in Pakistan (Afza et. al. 2013).

In the process of IPO, a company is connected in a set of relationships i.e. internals (management), external investors and underwriters. A firm issues new stock to finance some future projects that only the company insiders are well aware of. There is a high level of information asymmetry between the related parties concerning the true value of the firm that leads to a higher level of IPO under-pricing. Under-pricing shows loss of value to the initial shareholders or owners of the firm, due to which firm is available with reduced capital to finance its projects. So in IPO process it is the basic challenge for the firm to resolve its information asymmetry issues by properly signalling its true value which ultimately results in the reduction of IPO under-pricing.

Studies investigating determinants of IPO’s under-pricing have argued relationship of different variables with under-pricing based on the truth that they decrease or increase uncertainty for example ex-ante uncertainty, firm age, firm size, oversubscription and offer size are affecting under pricing because these variables reduce uncertainty about the firm.

In general, the present study intends to investigate the determinants of under-pricing (keeping in mind the information asymmetric theory of IPO under-pricing) in Pakistan and to examine how firm specific factors affect the level of IPO under-pricing in Pakistan and whether under-pricing is influenced by firm specific factors and the role of market specific factors in IPO under-pricing. Specifically, the research questions in the study are as follow:

➢ To what extent the firm’s internal factors (Uncertainty, industrial and financial ownership) are affecting the under-pricing?
➢ At what extent the external factors (oversubscription, underwriter reputation and market sentiment) are affecting the under-pricing?

Significance of the Study and Objectives

In earlier studies the determinants of IPO under-pricing are explored by Sohail & Rehman in (2009) for the firms listed on KSE from 2000 to 2006 and in 2010 short and long run performance of IPOs listed on KSE for the period 2000 to 2009 was analysed. Afza et al. in (2013) investigated the role of corporate governance to reduce the under-pricing and found significant results. In the current study the researcher is interested to find the determinants of the under-pricing by dividing them into two categories, Firm specific factors and market specific factors will be found in IPO’s under-pricing in Pakistan. Mainly the role of under writer’s reputation and the market sentiments in IPO under-pricing will be explored in this study. No previous study discussed the determinants of under-pricing in such detail stated above in Pakistan’s
context, so the current study will add a significant contribution in the literature of IPO under-pricing as a whole. Objectives of the study are:

- To guide firms which are planning to be listed in future?
- To guide investors that which factors leads to excessive under-pricing?

Theories of IPO under-pricing have explained different dimensions of under pricing; asymmetric information, ownership and control, institutional basis and investor’s behavioural explanations are major theories expressed by different school of thoughts. Among these theories the information asymmetry theory is considered most important and well established theory (Ljungqvist, 2004). According to (Ljungqvist, 2004) main parties in an IPO process are potential investors, firm going public, underwriters or investment banker and Asymmetric information theories suppose that one of them is having more information than others. The company that is going to be public has the best information about its value and previous performance and its under-pricing depends upon the quality of the company (Welch, 1989). Investors with more information participate in only those IPOs which are potentially profitable as compared to the investors with less information about the company’s affairs. Hence under-pricing occurred due to these well informed investors (Rock, 1986). Under-pricing is due to the fact that firms under price to remunerate informed investors who exposed their information earlier than the offer price is decided, consequently decreasing the loss to the issuing firm (Benveniste and Spindt, 1989). According to Beatty and Ritter (1986) the under writers are mainly responsible for under-pricing because they have the incentive in under-pricing in the new issue by taking low responsibility of purchasing the shares in case of over pricing in short run, but in the long run the under writers can’t afford to under price the shares too much because they have to charge the under writing commission from the IPO firms. Brennan and Franks (1997), argued that under-pricing is a means to avoid monitoring by a large outside investor and embed managerial control whereas, Stoughton and Zechner (1998) suggested that under-pricing is used to reduce agency costs and encourage monitoring by providing shares at discount to large outside investors.

Book building model was introduced by Benveniste and Spindt in (1989). According to this model the under writers are primary marketing representatives and they play a very important role in the process of an IPO. They can reduce under pricing by reducing asymmetric information among the concerned parties. Issuing firm get benefit from the position, while the IPOs are under priced. The model permits getting useful information and uplifting offer price, and by leaving the money on the table the aftermarket benefits are obtained. In almost all the studies it is found that the IPOs are under priced but the level of under-pricing is different in different countries of the world ranging from 3-14% for France and 127-950% in China (Engelen and Essen, 2010). The level of under-pricing has also varied from time to time i.e. in US it was 21% in the 1960 and at the start of last decade 40% in 2000 to 2004 (Ljungqvist, 2004).

Many researchers have investigated different determinants of the under-pricing all over the world in the past and now in many studies the variation in the under-pricing in the different cultures is getting more importance. The major reasons in the variation of under-pricing are the different industrial background, institutional background and the role of corporate governance. A brief overview of the studies regarding the under-pricing all over the world is as under. Studies investigating determinants of IPO’s under-pricing have argued relationship of different variables with under-pricing based on the truth that they decrease or increase uncertainty for example ex-anti uncertainty, firm age, firm size, ownership structure, oversubscription and offer size are expected to affect under-pricing because these variables reduce uncertainty about the firm.

Corporate governance has negative impact on involuntary delisting of firms in France, it was examined by taking data of 139 IPO firms listed during 1999-2007 and 39 of them are failed to maintain their exchange listing (Chiraz and Anis, 2013). Al-Hassan et al. (2010) explored the determinants of under-pricing of 47 issuing firms in Gulf countries for the period 2001 to 2006. The study reported under-pricing of 290 percent which was greater than other emerging and developed markets. The findings demonstrated
that the common independent variables like ex-ante uncertainty, oversubscription, market conditions and offer size were not significant in explaining the level of under-pricing. The results suggested that that timing of offer, industry and country specific variables played a role in explaining under-pricing in Gulf countries.

Boulton et al. (2010) studied how governance systems in different countries affected the level of under-pricing and IPO firm value by using 4462 IPOs in 29 countries for the period 2000-2004. The findings of the study quite surprisingly provided evidence that under-pricing was higher in countries with stronger governance systems ensuring investors protection. As under-pricing leads to oversubscription, hence insiders got an opportunity to discriminate among investors, which resulted in dispersion of ownership and reduced the incentives of outsiders to monitor the activities of insiders. In another study by Esfahanipour et al. (2013) in Tehran Stock Exchange (Iran), IPO under-pricing was studied with reference to withdrawal of an IPO. It was argued that under-pricing and probability of withdrawal is negatively related to each other.

IPO Under-Pricing in Pakistan

History of literature on IPO under-pricing is not very rich in Pakistan, due to the very low level of IPO activity in Pakistan and unavailability of the historical data related to the IPOs is also a major issue in Pakistan. Only a few studies are found on IPOs and their performance. An over view of the studies related to the IPOs in Pakistan:

In a study on IPO under-pricing it was reported that the ex-ante uncertainty, offer size, market capitalization and oversubscription were the main and significant variables were determinant of under-pricing. The study summarized that there were positive unusual returns of IPOs in short period of time and negative unusual returns after one year. Data of the IPOs listed on Karachi Stock exchange from 2000 to 2006 was used to analyse the performance of IPOs (Sohail and Rehman, 2007). In a study the performance of private and public sectors IPOs was observed. Results showed that public sector IPOs are more under-priced than the private sector the short run. However in the long run, performance of public sector IPOs was amazingly better than the private sector in Pakistani market (Rizwan and Khan, 2007).

Sohail and Rehman again in (2009) reported the short run presentation of IPO in different sectors of market of 73. IPOs (included IPOs and seasoned offering) listed from 2000 to 2009 and summarized that IPOs well performed in short run and rewarded the investors with encouraging initial returns. Also they discovered the determinants of IPO under-pricing and long and short run performance of firm’s IPOs listed on KSE from 2000-2009. The results have shown that IPO listed on Karachi stock market are underpriced and the investors may earn an average profit of almost 35%.

Sadaqat et.al (2011) examined the short run performance of IPO in different sectors of economy. The results show that overall Pakistani IPOs outperform in short-run basis under different state of economy. Afza et.al (2013) validates the role of corporate governance to minimize the IPO under-pricing based on the information asymmetry theories of IPO under-pricing in Pakistan. Sarwar et al. (2013) examined the effect of firm size, market premium and uncertainty on stock returns in KSE. Positive significant relation is confirmed by considering data from listed IPOs at KSE during 1998-2009.

This study contributes positively in the literature of IPO Under-pricing by verifying the role of institutional ownership in signalling the value of the firm and resulting in mitigating the IPO under-pricing. Till now the studies have presented different theories on IPO under-pricing and the most significant theory information asymmetry with its major models like signalling, winner’s curse and book building. The main point of concern of this study is information asymmetry among the firms, under writers and investors. Under-pricing is due to this information asymmetry and the reasons of this can be measured in the form of different institutional and market determinants of under-pricing.
Material and Methods

To achieve objective of the study the data of IPOs is used from the Karachi Stock Exchange from 2001 to 2012. According to KSE website the total of 55 new firms were listed during the studied period and out of which 28 were from nonfinancial sector and remaining 27 were from the financial sector companies. In 2013 only 1 firm listed at KSE, but due to non-availability of the data of that firm it is not included in the study.

Data is collected from the KSE website and categorized in two parts, in the first part the prospectuses were collected to calculate the internal factors of the firms and in the second part the market/external factors were calculated by collecting the data from the KSE data base.

To achieve the objectives of study the variables are measured as follows:

Under-pricing refers to difference between the offer price and closing price at first day end. In Pakistan the formal listing date is usually few days after the issue of prospectus. Hence in this study, the market adjusted returns are used as a replacement of under-pricing and are calculated as under following (Afza et. al. 2013; Islam et al 2010; Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Sohail & Rehman, 2009; Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001; Jain & Kini, 2000; Carter et al, 1998).

\[ \text{Under-pricing} = \left\{ \frac{(1 + R_I)}{(1 + R_m)} - 1 \right\} \times 100 \]

\( R_I = \) First day return

\( R_m = \) Market return calculated as \( \frac{M1 - M0}{M0} \)

\( M1 = \) KSE index at the end of the first day of Trading

\( M0 = \) KSE index on the day of offering.

**Indirect Ownership** = Industrial ownership measured as shares owned by industrial institutions (including sponsors and pre IPO investors) divided by total post IPO shares (Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Jain & Kini, 2000; Carter et al, 1998).

**Financial ownership** = Financial ownership is measured as shares owned by financial institutions divided by total post IPO shares (Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Afza et al. 2013; Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001).

**Oversubscription** = Over subscription is measured as times the IPO is over subscribed as used by (Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Sohail & Rehman, 2009; Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001).

**Market Sentiment:** Market sentiment measured as percentage change in stock price from date of provisional listing to the date of formal listing (Islam et al 2010; Sohail & Rehman, 2009; Habib and Ljungqvist; 2001).

**Underwriter reputation:** It is calculated by adding up the number of IPOs an underwriter carry out and dividing this by the total number of IPOs taking place in the sample period (Afza et al.2013; Islam et al 2010; Sohail & Rehman, 2009).

**Ex-anti Uncertainty:** It is measured by taking the standard deviations of the stock returns from the date of listing to the end of first month (Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Ljungqvist, 2007; Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001; Beatty and Ritter; 1986).

The hypothesized relations between the above variables are:

H01 = There is no relation between Industrial ownership and under-pricing.
Ha1= There is relation between Industrial ownership and under-pricing.
H02= There is no relation between Financial ownership and under-pricing.
Ha2= There is relation between Financial ownership and under-pricing.
H03= There is no relation between Over subscription and under-pricing.
Ha3= There is relation between Over subscription and under-pricing.
H04= There is no relation between Market sentiment and under-pricing.
Ha4= There is relation between Market sentiment and under-pricing.
H05= There is no relation between under writer’s reputation and under-pricing.
Ha5= There is relation between under writer’s reputation and under-pricing.
H06= There is no relation between under ex-ante uncertainty and under-pricing.
Ha6= There is relation between under ex-ante uncertainty and under-pricing.

A combined model is used for the analysis of the internal and external factors and the multiple regression analysis is used. Statistical model to validate the relationships between the variables is as follows:

\[
\text{Under-pricing} = \beta_1 + \beta_2 \text{ (Financial Ownership)} + \beta_3 \text{ (industrial ownership)} + \beta_4 \text{ (Over subscription)} + \beta_5 \text{ (market Sentiment)} + \beta_6 \text{ (under writer reputation)} + \beta_7 \text{ (Ex-Anti Uncertainty)} + \mu
\]

**Results and Discussions**

In this study effect of institutional and market factors on IPO under-pricing is estimated by using a model; variables include institutional (financial ownership, industrial ownership and ex-anti uncertainty) and market (market sentiment, under writer’s reputation and over subscription). Statistical tools applied are descriptive statistics, correlation among the under-pricing and all the determinants and at the end regression analysis is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Descriptive statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.SUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UND.REPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author

Under-pricing reported the mean value of 29.14% with standard deviation of 56.26% in the returns and the maximum value of the under-pricing is 217 with minimum value of -92. By analyzing all considered variables of the study it is cleared that the under-pricing has the highest standard deviation of 56.26, it show that the under-pricing has the disperse data in the studied sample. And the under writer’s reputation has the lowest standard deviation of 0.79, showing the least dispersion in the data of the sample period.

Main purpose of correlation matrix is to know the degree of multicolinearity among variables. Pearson’s correlation is used to know the strength of relationship between all the variables of study. It is clear from the correlation matrix that relationship between the under-pricing and financial ownership of the company is negative. Second variable is industrial ownership which is also negatively related with the under-pricing.
The third in this study is over subscription which is positively correlated with the level of under-pricing in Pakistan at 1%, this result is consistent with the market absorption capacity hypothesis. Market sentiment is the next independent variable of the study which is negatively correlated with the under-pricing and significant at 5%. Ex-anti uncertainty is positively correlated with the under-pricing which is in accordance to the information asymmetry theory of the under-pricing but the correlation is not significant. Under writer’s reputation and it is also positively related to the under-pricing.

Multiple regression analysis is used to check effect of variables of study on under-pricing. First of all diagnostics of the regression are checked and then regression is applied to the data and found following results are found. The value of the R-square is 0.668 with adjusted R-square of 0.623, which is showing that the major portion of the dependent variable is explained by the hypothesized predictors and the value of F test is 14.75, which means model is a good fit and the variation in the under-pricing is mostly due to these variables.

Table 2: Correlation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UNDP</th>
<th>FIN</th>
<th>IND</th>
<th>O.SUB</th>
<th>MARKT</th>
<th>Exant</th>
<th>UND.REPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-.264</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-.276*</td>
<td>-.249</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.SUB</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.689**</td>
<td>-.161</td>
<td>-.126</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKT</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-.332*</td>
<td>-.117</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>-.105</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exant</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.258</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>-.136</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>-.076</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UND.REPU</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.285*</td>
<td>-.166</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.366**</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author

Table 3: Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.817*</td>
<td>.668</td>
<td>.623</td>
<td>35.692</td>
<td>1.673</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), LNEXANTE, FIN, MARKT, IND, UND.REPU, O.SUB
b. Dependent Variable: UNDP

Source: Author
Financial ownership has significant negative effect on IPO under-pricing at 1%, it means financial ownership is a strong predictor of IPO’s under-pricing and can bring significant changes in the under-pricing negatively. This result is consistent with the previous literature as reported by different researchers in Pakistan as well as in other countries (Afza et al. 2013; Al-Hassan et al. 2010). It is a source of guidance for the future firms to decrease the level of under pricing by increasing financial ownership. Another predictor of the under-pricing is Industrial ownership which also showed significant negative relationship with under-pricing at 1%, also indicating a strong influence on the level of under-pricing; this result is also supported by the previous studies (Afza et al. 2013; Sohail and Rehman 2010; Al-Hassan et al. 2010). It is also a source of guidance for the firms which are planning to be listed in near future.

Both of above discussed variables are negatively affecting the under-pricing and hence guiding the new firms to maximize institutional ownership in order to minimize the under-pricing and to mitigate the losses. These results are also in accordance with ownership and control theories of under-pricing. Over-subscription is positive significant impact on under-pricing in Pakistan, showing strong positive influence on under-pricing as it is significant at 1%. It can bring a huge change in under-pricing. It is also supported by the theories given by the earlier researchers like “market absorption hypothesis” by (Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Sohail and Rehman, 2007; Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001; Paudyal et al. 1998). Market sentiment is also showed significant negative effect on the under-pricing which means market sentiment is a significant predictor of the under-pricing because it is also significant at 1%. Market sentiments and under-pricing has positive significant relation and with every increase in market returns under-pricing also increased as it was also found in previous studies (Rashid et al. 2013; Afza et al. 2013; Sohail and Rehman 2010; Al-Hassan et al. 2010; Dimovski and Brooks 2004; Beatty and Welch, 1996).

Under writer’s reputation shows the positive insignificant relation with under-pricing. As in many earlier studies the under writer’s reputation has the positive but no affect on under-pricing based on the fact that the under writers under price the newly issued stocks for their own interests, but their reputation have no affect on the level of under-pricing (Dimovski et al. 2010; Loughran and Ritter 2004; Cooney et al. 2001; Beatty and Welch, 1996). Ex-anti uncertainty is the last predictor of the IPO under-pricing in this study and it is found to have no affect on under-pricing as given by advocates of ownership and control theories (Al-Hassan et. al. 2010; Stoughton and Zeckner, 1998; Brennan and Franks, 1997). According to ownership and control theories uncertainty has no effect on under-pricing due to ownership and control considerations.
Conclusion

In this study effect of institutional and market factors on IPO under-pricing is found i.e. (Industrial ownership, financial ownership, oversubscription, market sentiments, underwriter’s reputation and ex-ante uncertainty). With the help of multiple regression analysis the strength of the each and every individual determinant is checked and found that the 66.8% (R-square) of the variation in under-pricing is due to these variables and four of them are strongly affecting the under-pricing but two of them are not showing significant results.

These results are clearly satisfying the objectives of the study and answering the research questions, which are set at the start. The first objective of the study is to guide those firms which are planning to be listed on KSE in future and having a lot of issues in their plans about the IPOs and the under-pricing, as never in the history of Pakistan any IPO went over priced. So the firms to be listed in future increase the institutional ownership (industrial and financial) in order to minimize the level of under-pricing because the institutional ownership is negatively affecting the under-pricing and with every increase in this ownership the underpricing will be decreased. Firms should also take into account the over subscription and market sentiments to decrease the losses as these two variables are directly related to the under-pricing in Pakistan.

Second objective of the study is to guide the perspective investors in the IPO market, for future investors the study as provide suitable guidance. The investors should observe the ownership and market conditions before making an investment decision in the IPO of any upcoming firm to minimize huge losses.
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